
From observation, and information we have managed to gather, we doubt that the CCGs 
have carried out their equality duties, as follows:

1. Allow equality issues to influence their design of hospital and community health services 
clinical models.

2. Assess equality and health inequalities related to proposals
3. Encourage people with protected characteristics to take part in public life, by properly 

informing all the groups with protected characteristics about the consultation process, 
and making the consultation process properly accessible to them.

4. Foster good relations by tackling prejudice and promoting understanding between
people who share a protected characteristic and others. 

We have given our views on 1 and 2 in our response to the CCGʼs consultation survey. 
These are summarised briefly below, sections A & B.

To find out if the CCGs have met equality duties 3-4, we ask the JHSC to scrutinise 
whether the CCGs communicated adequately with all sections of the local population 
about the consultation and the survey, and whether when they did communicate, their 
communications and drop in events were accessible to all sections of the community. 

We have summarised below, sections C & D, what we have managed to find out about this 
- but it is not at all clear whether the CCGs have done this.

A. Allowing equality issues to influence their design of hospital and communit 
health services clinical models

We have no confidence in their so-called “pre-consultation engagement” with staff, 
patients, community groups and the general public, during the time when they were 
considering alternative proposals. (Please see our response to survey question 2)

Of particular relevance to the issue of whether the CCGs allowed equality issues to 
influence their design of hospital and community health services clinical models, is the use 
they made of so-called “community assetsʼ/ “engagement champions” during the pre-
consultation engagement. 

“Community assets”/ ʻengagement champions” are representatives of different community 
groups that the CCGs used to get the word out about their proposed reconfiguration of 
services. (For more info, please see ck999 survey response - Appendix 1 questions 24, 
27)
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From attending the CCGsʼ Stakeholder Engagement Event in August 2015,  we have 
evidence that “community assets” neither agreed with nor understood the proposals. 

We attended the Event after Calderdale Adults Health and Social Care Scrutiny Panel 
Chair told the CCGs, when they presented their engagement review in August 2015, that 
they “should seek a wider basis of opinion about their plans” – instead of confining their 
“engagement” to “people inside the goldfish bowl.”

We had to protest vocally in order to gain admission. https://www.scribd.com/doc/
275515240/No-Elephants-in-the-Room-Stakeholder-Engagement-Event-picket-
leafletPicket-Line-v3 

Once inside, we found that invited “stakeholders” - many of them the CCGsʼ “community 
assets” - were saying that they didnʼt agree with the proposals and didnʼt understand them. 

In addition the Hebden Bridge disabled representative on the Hebden Bridge Town 
Partnership, has told us that:

“The CCGs have not consulted representatives of the disabled community; how are 
we expected to travel to Huddersfield [for planned care]?  Getting to Calderdale 
hospital is difficult enough: travelling from Hebden Bridge involves having to change 
buses and cross the busy main road.  Will you provide door-to-door transport for 
those of us who cannot use public transport e.g. people with head injury, 
agoraphobia, elderly people?” 

The CCGs admit paying community assets/ “engagement champions” - despite the fact 
that it is not best, or common, practice to  make   payments  to  volunteer  Engagement   
Champions,  unless  they  take  up  strategic   representative  roles  requiring  specific   
skills. See NHS Englandʼs policy on this: https://www.england.nhs.uk/wp-content/uploads/
2015/05/ppv-expenses-involvment-policy.pdf

Such  payments  to  individuals  affect  their   independence  - which  is  the  reason  that  
the   making  of  payments  needs  to  be  according   to  procedures  that  are  in  the  
public   domain.  

If  the  CCGs  are  doing  this  payment  for  engagement  they  are  compromising  the   
validity  of  the  process  and  are  taking  action  that  has  serious  legal  implications.

As part of our efforts to get the CCGs to make good the flaws in their Consultation 
document, we asked them to make public all the documentation relating to their public and 
stakeholder engagement events, so that we and the rest of the public could see the basis 
for the CCGsʼ claims regarding public and stakeholder support for their proposals.
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Their reply denied our points that their engagement exercise was flawed and and that their 
“community assets” did not agree with the proposals or understand them. 

Instead, the CCGs fell back on the  NHSE  Assurance  process  that  the  four  key  tests  
have  been  met - including strong  public  and  patient  engagement, and that the 
Consultation Institute has signed off the  scoping  stage  of   their  Compliance  process  - 
part  of  which  assesses  the  quality  of the  pre-consultation  engagement.  

As NHSE are driving these changes across all of England, we do not place the trust in the 
NHSE Assurance process that the CCGs do. And since the CCGs are selective in the 
information they present about the pre-consultation engagement, we do not have much 
confidence in the Consultation Institute sign off either.

We believe that the NHSE Assurance process is itself flawed, in that  the  Investment   
Committee  and  not  the  Regional  DCO   should  have  undertaken  the  Assurance  
because  CHFT  is  subject  to  enforcement  action.  (For more info, See Survey response 
- Appendix, question 2).
     

B. Assess equality and health inequalities related to proposals

The CCGs have not carried out any health inequalities assessment.

This is  despite information in the Royal College of Emergency Medicineʼs Statement 
regarding Emergency Department closure or reconfiguration [http://www.rcem.ac.uk/CEM/
document?id=9962 ] that relocating services has a disproportionate effect on poorer and 
more vulnerable people. 

And despite the fact that the 2015 update of  'Planning, Assurance & Delivering Service 
Change For Patients: A Good Practice Guide for Commissioners on NHSE assurance 
process for major service changes and reconfigurations' specifies the Public Sector 
Equality Duty, to assess the Equality AND Health Inequalities related to the proposals.  
(Please see question 4. Acute and emergency care – for life threatening conditions, p11-12 
of our survey response). 

We asked the CCGs about this and were given an unsatisfactory answer (Appendix 1 
question 2). The CCGs basically said that NHS Englandʼs “assurance” process had 
approved the CCGs to proceed to consultation without a Health Inequalities impact 
assessment. 
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We think this assurance process, carried out at Regional level, contravenes NHSEʼs 
Planning, Assurance & Delivering Service Change For Patients (PADSCP)   good  practice  
guide.

We would like the JHSC to scrutinise this carefully.

C. Encourage people with protected characteristics to take part in public life, by 
properly informing all the groups with protected characteristics about the 
consultation process, and making the consultation process properly accessible to 
them.

To find out if the CCGs have met this equality duty, we ask the JHSC to scrutinise whether 
the CCGs communicated adequately with all sections of the local population about the 
consultation and the survey, and whether when they did communicate, their 
communications and drop in events were accessible to all sections of the community. 

Here is a summary of what weʼve been able to find out about this.

Did the CCGs communicate adequately with all sections of the local population 
about the consultation and the survey?

1. Attendance at drop ins was poor and signposting to the drop ins was often poor or non-
existent - which indicates that the CCGs didnʼt communicate adequately with ANY 
sections of the local population. 

Here are the numbers who attended

Slaithwaite Town Hall, March 16 - 108
St Paulʼs Methodist Church, Sowerby Bridge, March 17 - 26
Shelley College (New Hall), Shelley, March 30 - 147
Hebden Bridge Town Hall, April 5 - 31
Paddock J&I School, April 16 - 52
Central Methodist Church, Todmorden, April 20 - 47
DRAM Centre, Dalton, April 21 - 11
Reinwood Community Changing Rooms, April 28 - 59
Brighouse Civic Hall, April 30 - 34
Threeways Centre Ovenden, May 3 - 11
Holmfirth Civic Hall, May 10 - 118
Textile Centre, Leeds Road, May 14 - 19
Orangebox, Halifax, May 18 - 8
Fartown Village Hall May, 26 - 22
Clay House, Greetland, June 1 - 14
Huddersfield Rugby Union Football Club, Lockwood June 9 - 25
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Meltham Sports and Community Centre June 15 (no data)

Often the venues were poorly signposted  

At Hebden Bridge Town Hall, even when people found the venue, at least one person 
went in, found nothing and came out again. The drop in was happening in a back room 
without any signposting inside the building - let alone outside, where there was none until 
we complained about this. 

Most people who attended did so because Save the NHS campaigners were standing 
outside the Town Hall handing out leaflets and encouraging people to go in, and because 
the Labour Party had emailed members telling them to go.  

The night before the Hebden Bridge drop in, the Disabled representative on the Boards of 
Hebden Bridge Partnership and Friends of Hebden Bridge Station Partnership emailed the 
Chair of Calderdale & Kirklees 999 Call for the NHS, asking

“ Am I imagining this or is there a public consultation at the Town Hall this week.”

If the ck999 Chair had not replied with info about the drop in, this person would not have 
known where or when to attend. After attending the drop in, she replied:

“I was shocked by how few people attended: the previous evening the Town Hall was 
packed for a review of flood recovery...Where was the information?  I scoured the 
Hebden Bridge Times; the HebWeb and searched Google for an hour.  If I hadn't 
already been aware that the event was happening I would never have known.  Why was 
the public consultation not accessible to the general public?”

In Slaithwaite there was no signage in the village or on the road leading to the Town Hall. 
The small signs they had were not best placed,  some were at ankle height on Cross street 
going down the road to the basement.  

At the Threeways Centre Ovenden drop in, where 11 members of the public attended, 
one member of the public asked what publicity had been done to promote this event. She 
was told that leaflets had been given to local shops and a notice had appeared in all the 
local newspapers.

She told them she did not buy a local paper and did not shop a local shops however did 
shop at Morrisons and she did not see any notice about the event nor was there any 
display at her local GP.

There were no signs outside the venue to say the drop in was happening. 
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The CCGs said info about it  was on their website - the member of the public pointed out 
almost nobody looked at their website. The CCGs said they could do nothing about that.

She suggested they leaflet every home. The CCGs said they had been looking into that . 
She suggested it was a bit too late.

The Reinwood drop in was poorly signposted with a single sided banner that was being 
blown around by the wind adjacent to the door. The Building being set back 20 feet from 
the road,  this sign was not easily seen from the dual carriage way. The was only a small 
sign next to the door. The building looked dilapidated and was attached to disused and 
boarded up toilets. A member of the public said this is close to where she lives and she 
knew where she was going,  but due to bad signage  she went into an after school club by 
mistake, and several before her had done the same.

The Paddock drop in was poorly signposted. A member of the public who knows the area 
because they went to school there said they parked by what was the Youth Club, and the 
school looked closed. She pottered around waiting for a friend and found the signs could 
only be seen if approaching from the other direction. The Entrance was sign posted. 

At the Lockwood Rugby Club drop in, there was no sign at the end of the road,  most 
people would not realise there was anything along that road. Outside the building there 
were no signs at all, a member of the public who knows the venue said she assumed we 
would go in the main entrance,  but it was via a side door due to there being a lift by that 
entrance,  there was a CCG person outside to guide them.

At the Meltham drop in, there were no posters or information around Meltham prior to the 
event which the CCGs had promised. A member of the public asked  people attending the 
drop in how they'd heard about it and most said through the Examiner.

The same member of the public challenged the CCG about the venue being out of the way 
and inaccessible to elderly, frail, disabled, people without transport & that it wasn't on a 
bus route unlike Meltham centre ie The Carlisle (now Post Office). They said they had 
opted for the sports club because it was a bigger space. But just 20 people turned up 
between 4pm and 6pm, including a young man pushing a disabled lady in a wheelchair in 
the pouring rain, they were both wet through.

Did the CCGs encourage people with protected characteristics to take part in public 
life, by properly informing all the groups with protected characteristics about the 
consultation process, and making the consultation process properly accessible to 
them?
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It is our impression that people with protected characteristics have been conspicuous by 
their absence from consultation drop ins and public meetings and we have tried to find out 
why this was the case.

People with disabilities like dyslexia and blindness have not been well served, one 
dyslexic person waited until week 8 of the consultation to receive a typed version in the 
font she requested, although a CCG member of staff brought her a version to the Halifax 
pubic consultation meeting after lots of tweets saying she did not have one. She said the 
dyslexic version is “like a childʼs story book”. As a result of having to wait until week 8, she 
had less time to read the document than people who arenʼt dyslexic. 

A blind person said they had not been able to find a braille version although they had been 
expecting one.

The Hebden Bridge disabled rep referred to above emailed the Chair of CK999 to say that 
not only had disabled groups not been informed about the consultation - but that the 
Hebden Bridge drop in was not properly accessible:

“ Why was no seating for people to review the posters? Why were we expected to 
stand?  Is the NHS not aware that a substantial number of people are disabled and 
we as a population are aging.  I am 65 and severely disabled.  I represent the 
disabled population on the Boards of Hebden Bridge Partnership and Friends of 
Hebden Bridge Station.  I also lead Enabling Theatre working with other members of 
the disabled community. What level of consultation is being conducted with disabled 
people?

The facilities available were inadequately used: the film was poorly projected and  
there was considerable surround sound making it very difficult to hear.  I had to watch 
it 3 times.”

At the Slaithwaite drop in, disabled access was to the rear of the building, there were no 
signs to say so, until someone on a disabled scooter arrived and tried to get in,  the CCGs 
hastily put a sign on the door re disabled access to the rear of the building.

It seems non-English speakers may not have been adequately informed, we were told by 
a  volunteer English teacher at St Augustine's Centre Halifax which provides support for 
asylum seekers, that no information was available at St Augustine's.”

We don't think residents of Nursing homes have been consulted. A member of the public 
asked about this at the Lockwood Park RUFC drop in and was told that some groups who 
were representative of the elderly had been asked like Age Concern & Help the Aged etc 
but that no one had gone to residential and nursing homes to ask residentsʼ views. 
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Enfield Down at Honley - an inpatient rehabilitation unit for people with severe mental 
health problems - haven't received the survey or anything regarding the consultation.

We have heard from a mental health service user, who attended the Hebden Bridge drop  
in, that the CCGsʼ conversations with her were manipulative, aggressive, inflicted further 
damage on those who have experienced a traumatic event, and amounted to “gaslighting”. 

Here are some extracts from her email to CK999 after the drop in:

“Being interested in the changes which are being proposed and having been on the 
receiving end of the service cuts, I had questions which I hoped would be answered 
in a fair and honest way and with some respect to my concerns.  The experience I 
had left me feeling distressed and extremely distrustful of the information which was 
given and the way on which it was delivered and highly suspicious of engaging in any 
further events or of the transparency of these consultations.”

She describes aggressive, confusing responses to her questions from various CCG staff 
and that she had to explain to one of them 

“...as an ex-NHS Mental Health Services provider and current service user why the 
language she was using and her perspective are not only demeaning and patronising 
but also inflicted further damage to those who have experienced a traumatic event 
and are requesting a comprehensive service delivery. 

The act of lying in the face of evidence is known as 'gaslighting' and is a recognised 
form of psychological abuse and manipulation as described by  Dr George Simon, 
PhD in this article  http://counsellingresource.com/features/2011/11/08/gaslighting/

and also by E.M. Weinshel in 1981 in his paper " Some Clinical Consequences of 
Introjection: Gaslighting" as referenced in this article on the papers written by Mr 
Weinshel  http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/doi/full/10.1176/appi.ajp.162.1.202-a

As this form of manipulation was apparent during every conversation with the 
representatives of CCCG on this day it would seem that this tactic was designed and 
not co-incidental.”

Her email is available, with further details.

We have so far been unable to to find out if black and ethnic minorities, migrants, 
refugees and Muslims were properly informed and encouraged to take part in drop ins 
and public consultation meetings, since they were conspicuous by their absence. We think 
the JHSC should investigate this question.
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D.  Foster good relations by tackling prejudice and promoting understanding 
between people who share a protected characteristic and others. 

We have not seen any evidence that the CCGs have fostered good relations by tackling 
prejudice and promoting understanding between people who share a protected 
characteristic and others.

This is particularly important at a time when conversations about the NHS and the Right 
Care Right Time Right Place proposals on social media and in the street often include 
statements that the problems of the NHS are due to demands on it made by migrants and 
EU Citizens.

This has been made worse by the 2014 Immigration Act which imposes charges on certain 
people for GP and emergency treatment, based on their country of origin and permanent 
resident status. http://www.docsnotcops.co.uk/?page_id=6 The organisation Docs not 
Cops http://www.docsnotcops.co.uk/ has pointed out the damage this will do to all of us.
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